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Sleep My Phone Pro                               ZGroup Mobile

Sleep My Phone Pro (Donaciَn)v0.2.2 Beta, free android apps, applications for android:

Version 0.2.2

Put your phone in Airplane mode at night and save batery.

Support version of Sleep My Phone. Thanks for your donation. 

This will help developer to update and create new applications.

Screenshots:
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Sleep Now! 0.3.0                               ZGroup Mobile

Sleep Now! v0.3.0 beta

Requirements: Android

Overview: Fall asleep anywhere, anytime. Use it to power-nap or to fall asleep at night 

or during travel.

Image

- silent alarm for work/school

Screenshots:
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Sleepy Battery                               ZGroup Mobile

Turn off interfaces draining your battery life; it detects when your phone is idle 

and then it can power off:

Bluetooth, WiFi, APN for background data exchange and sync mode, Airplane mode.

Usefull to save battery in the night.

Delayed power on for briefly looking at phone.

Auto sync, fixed WiFi

Screenshots:
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Sleepy Time                               ZGroup Mobile

Sleepy Time is an android phone application that turns your phone into a “Sound Machine” 

to help you fall asleep. This application will play relaxing audio loops as an android 

service meaning that the application can be stopped and the sounds will continue playing. 

Screenshots:
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Sleepy Tunes                               ZGroup Mobile

If you can't sleep at night and Sleepy Time's ocean sounds or thunderstorms aren't for you, 

then fall asleep to your own music. Sleepy Tunes will randomly play selected music 

from your music library for a fixed amount of time, like a sleep timer, 

to help you fall asleep.

Feature suggestions welcome!

Screenshots:
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Slide Show                               ZGroup Mobile

SlideShow Application is an editor for creating and playing multimedia slide shows. 

It allows you to put text over the images and audio playback in the background, 

and email the slideshow you created.

V2.0: With EDITOR now!

Recent changes:

Added slide show editor screen - now you can create new slide show directly on your phone!

Refined layout and controls to increase overall usability.

Screenshots:
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Slide IT Dutch Pack                               ZGroup Mobile

Dutch AZERTY Belgium

Language Pack Plugin,

for the SlideIT Keyboard v2.0

After installing, go to SlideIT Setting and select 

it as your primary or secondary languages.

Screenshots:
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Slide IT Keyboard                               ZGroup Mobile

SlideIT Keyboard is a revolutionary way to enter text easily faster and much more fun.

Just Slide along the letters and words “magically” appear.

SlideIT Keyboard Support 31 Languages!

Users: << Best keyboard around. A must for the android. It is the best app that I've bought.

Screenshots:
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Slide Screen Pro                               ZGroup Mobile

Android's stock homescreen is fine; usable, not thrilling. SlideScreen, a homescreen 

replacement, is a wild departure that totally changes how you use your phone. 

It's a mix between Zune, MotoBlur and HTC's Sense. And I just made it my default.

Instead of the standard grid of icons and widgets we've seen in handhelds since Palm OS, 

SlideScreen integrates information from various sources—Google Reader, Twitter, email, 

text messages, calendar 

Screenshots:
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Smart Dialer T9                               ZGroup Mobile

Smart dialer (T9) is the only, really smart dialer that offers everything 

with all-in-one display with speed.

-Merge Recents, Contacts, Dialpad and Search.

-Make Calls, SMS, add contact and edit details from a single view

-Really Smart T9 search results with keyword highlight

Screenshots:
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Smart Keyboard Pro                               ZGroup Mobile

Multitouch, multi-language support, skins, voice input, T9 and compact, Smart dictionary, 

custom Auto-Text, hard keyboard support, calibration, many appearance and prediction options

Don't forget to read the FAQ on the web site if you have problems, 

answers to most common issues are there!

Screenshots:
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Smart Lock                               ZGroup Mobile

Recommended by Gizmodo and AndroidGuys

Smart Lock gives you parental controls for your mobile. Select a few 

games/apps and keep your kids out of everything else.

Smart lock also gives you access to one app without unlocking your phone.

Great for changing songs while running or driving.

kw children nanny family smartlock

Screenshots:
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Smart Monitor Pro                               ZGroup Mobile

System info

Task manager

CPU/MEM usage

Net counter: WiFi/3G/EDGE/GPRS

Traffic alert

Battery widgets

Screenshots:
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Smobile Security Shield                               ZGroup Mobile

SMobile's AntiTheft and Identity Protection security app provides comprehensive 

protection from mobile viruses and malware, as well as providing a web-based console 

for remote access to the device. Via the console, you may remotely wipe the device, 

and view its GPS location (on-demand or periodically) via Google Maps.

Screenshots:
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SMs Bomber                               ZGroup Mobile

This is a fun little app for Android that can send as many messages as you choose. 

Simply start typing the name you want to send to if they are in your contacts and it should 

auto complete the name. If you just have the phone number you want to send to just enter 

it in the field.

Screenshots:
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SMS Commander                               ZGroup Mobile

SMS Commander is an app for the Android platform that lets you do quite a bit with your 

Android phone through text message. Unfortunately during our review, 

we couldn’t get all of the features of this app to work.

This app is very similar to Force Dial, except it has more features. What you need to do 

when you download this app is set a passcode. Once you do that, you’re good to go. 

Screenshots:
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SMS Replier                               ZGroup Mobile

Don't text and drive. Text responsibly. Texting while driving kills 10000 people this year.

Great autoreply's for while you are in class, at work, on the phone. Never miss a call or text 

again. 

Screenshots:
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SMS Translate Pro                               ZGroup Mobile

Appends translation to SMS messages.

• Auto-translate incoming SMS or select individual messages for one-touch translation.

• Auto-detects SMS language.

• User-configurable target language.

• Over 50 languages!

Screenshots:
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SMS Box Pro                               ZGroup Mobile

 With SMS BOX all you have a backup for all your logs and txt messages.

 Unlimited space. You can backup and archive up to 10 million calls and text messages on our 
server.

 Email notification Evertime when a sms or call is received to your phone, you can get an email 
notification.

Screenshots:
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Sms To Mailbox                               ZGroup Mobile

SmsToMailbox forwards incoming call logs & SMS as emails

?Optional:

?attach location

?show log-mails threaded

?Features using internal API (may not work on all phones/future Android™ versions):

?forward MMS

Screenshots:
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Snap FX                               ZGroup Mobile

Great app for camera, gallery & photo editor

Droids,N1,G1,Hero,Samsung...

*Edit FULL SIZED images

*Edit color effects in real-time

*Share: Twitter/FB/etc

*Horizon/Grid/GPS

Screenshots:
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Snapit                               ZGroup Mobile

Nexus One is supported now!!

Search for iSnapit in the App Store for the iPhone version.

More(video, guide, review)in developer's website.

Use Snapit to take a picture and get the text into your Android. (OCR)

Features including: search, translate, link detection, share by email/SMS/clipboard. 

Screenshots:
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Snap Photo Pro                               ZGroup Mobile

Ignoring battery life, the thing I least like about my G1 phone is the camera. 

I’m not particularly hung up about the 3.2MP status or lack of flash – I think the camera 

actually handles low light reasonably well and I like the film-like quality of the images. 

It’s the bad ergonomics of the shutter button and the delay when you take a photo that annoy me.

Screenshots:
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Solo                               ZGroup Mobile

Solo is Android's most popular virtual guitar. It provides you with a fun and easy 

to play guitar that you can take anywhere with your Android powered mobile phone. 

It is a great tool for seasoned musicians and beginners alike - whether you want to quickly 

try out a new idea when song writing, or just jam along with your mates, Solo will provide 

you with hours of entertainment.

Screenshots:
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Souvey Musical Pro                               ZGroup Mobile

Metronome

40-200 BPM metronome

Animated metronome

Pitch Pipe

Piano

Scrolling grand piano

Screenshots:
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Speakin Pirate                               ZGroup Mobile

Arrh! This be Speakin Pirate. Mark my words, this app will have you speakin like 

a pirate by high tide. Translate words or phrases to sound like your favorite buccaneer 

and email or SMS messages to your mates in the click of a button. Hear it speak! 

Have a jolly time speakin the lingo of old time swashbucklers!

Screenshots:
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SpecTrek                               ZGroup Mobile

The SpecTrek Android App by SpecTrekking.com is a reality ghost hunting game for the 
Android. 

To play the game you simply walk or run around using your phone’s GPS and camera to find 

and catch virtual ghosts.

Screenshots:
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Speed Card                               ZGroup Mobile

Try to get rid of all your cards before the phone does.Click one card at a time from 

your hand at the bottom of the screen to one of the two discard piles in the middle 

of the screen.The value of the card you click must be one greater or one less than the 

card you click it on.The cards' suits do not matter.

Screenshots:
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Speed Hud                               ZGroup Mobile

GPS Speed HUD uses GPS data to display speed.

The display can also be configured as a Heads-up display, displays the speed information 

on the vehicle windshield.

Uses touch and/or keyboard for many options, see menu->about.

Screenshots:
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Speed Speller                               ZGroup Mobile

Polish your American Sign Language skills and have fun with this awesome finger-

spelling tool designed to help you read words quickly. Stay sharp by using the adjustable 

speed controls. Great for sign language interpreters, students, and anyone learning ASL. 

How fast can you finger-spell?

Screenshots:
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